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Date Start Time Genre Title TV Guide Text Country Language Year Repeat Classification
Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

Audio 

Description

2023-10-08 0535 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they interview Jean-Pierre Jeunet.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2023-10-08 0610 Drama The China Syndrome

A news reporter and her cameraman are unintentional witnesses to an emergency core shutdown 

procedure at a nuclear power plant in California.The crew prevents a catastrophe, but the plant supervisor 

begins to suspect the plant is in violation of safety standards, and tries desperately to bring it to the 

attention of the public, fearing that another incident will produce an atomic disaster. Star Jane Fonda, 

Michael Douglas and Jack Lemmon.

USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2023-10-08 0820 Drama Ramen Shop

Masato, a young Ramen chef, leaves his hometown in Japan to embark on a culinary journey to Singapore to 

find out the truth about his past. He uncovers a lot more than family secrets and delicious recipes. Directed 

by Eric Khoo, and stars Takumi Sato and Jeanette Aw.

SINGAPORE

Mandarin-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

Japanese-33.33

2018 RPT PG a Y

2023-10-08 1000 Mystery / Crime Decision To Leave

Hae-joon, a detective investigating a man's death after a fall in the mountains, meets the dead man's 

enigmatic wife in the course of his interrogation. Since the wife displays no signs of grief at the death of her 

husband, the policeman considers her a suspect. But he soon finds himself developing an interest in her. 

Directed by Park Chan-wook and stars Park Hae-il, Tang Wei and Lee Jung-hyun.

SOUTH KOREA

Chinese 

(Simplified)-50; 

Korean-50

2022 RPT M a l s v Y

2023-10-08 1235 Drama The Father

A man (Anthony Hopkins) refuses all assistance from his daughter (Olivia Coleman) as he ages. While he 

tries to make sense of his changing circumstances, he begins to doubt his loved ones, his own mind and 

even the fabric of his reality. Directed by Florian Zeller and also stars Mark Gatiss and Rufus Sewell.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a l v Y Y

2023-10-08 1425 Drama A River Runs Through It

The Maclean brothers, Paul (Brad Pitt) and Norman (Craig Sheffer), live a relatively idyllic life in rural 

Montana, spending much of their time fly fishing. The sons of a minister (Tom Skerritt), the boys eventually 

part company when Norman moves east to attend college, leaving his rebellious brother to find trouble 

back home. When Norman finally returns, the siblings resume their fishing outings, and assess both where 

they've been and where they're going.

USA English-100 1992 RPT PG a l n Y Y

2023-10-08 1640 Drama Corpo Celeste

Thirteen-year-old Marta has recently moved back to southern Italy with her mother and older sister and 

struggles to find her place. Soon, she begins to restlessly test the boundaries of an unfamiliar city and the 

catechism of the Catholic church. Directed by Alice Rohrwacher and stars Yile Vianello and Salvatore 

Cantalupo.

SWITZERLAND Italian-100 2011 RPT PG a Y

2023-10-08 1835 Comedy The Big Steal

On Monday, Danny Clark (Ben Mendelsohn) is the reluctant recipient of a birthday present he would rather 

forget - his father's old Nissan Cedric. By Tuesday he has asked the beautiful Joanna Johnson (Claudia 

Karvan) out on a date...only, he promised to pick her up in a Jaguar. In a tight fix, Danny trades the Nissan 

Cedric for a Jaguar only to be ripped off by a dodgy car salesman, Gordon Farkas (Steve Bisley). Danny sets 

out to rectify wrongs. Written by David Parker and Directed by Nadia Tass.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1990 RPT PG l s Y

2023-10-08 2030 Thriller The Trust
Focus On: Nicolas 

Cage

Waters and Stone are two nobody police officers who work in the evidence room of the Las Vegas Police 

Department. When Stone discovers an unusually high bail receipt in connection to a drug bust, the two 

friends set in motion a plan to find the source of the money. Stars Nicolas Cage, Elijah Wood and Sky 

Ferreira.

USA English-100 2016 MA v Y

2023-10-08 2210 Drama Margin Call

Set in the high-stakes world of the financial industry, Margin Call is a thriller entangling the key players at an 

investment firm during one perilous 24-hour period in the early stages of the 2008 financial crisis. When 

entry-level analyst Peter Sullivan (Zachary Quinto) unlocks information that could prove to be the downfall 

of the firm, a roller-coaster ride ensues as decisions both financial and moral catapult the lives of all 

involved to the brink of disaster.

USA English-100 2012 RPT MA l Y Y



2023-10-08 2410 Drama Chocolat

A young French woman returns to the vast silence of West Africa to contemplate her childhood days in a 

colonial outpost in Cameroon. Above all, her memories revolve around Protee – the family's servant, and 

her complex relationship with him considering racial tensions in the colony, and his status in comparison to 

her own. Directed by Claire Denis.

FRANCE
French-70; English-

15; Hausa-15
1988 RPT M a l n v Y

2023-10-08 2610 Drama Leaving

When Suzanne, a well-to-do housewife, finds her idle lifestyle is getting her down, she decides to return to 

her job as a physiotherapist. Her husband Sam supports her by setting up a consultation room in their 

backyard, but when the builder hired to help arrives, Suzanne discovers they share a powerful attraction 

that leads to a runaway affair. Stars Kristin Scott Thomas, Yvan Attal and Sergi Lopez.

FRANCE

French-33.34; 

Catalan-33.33; 

English-33.33

2009 RPT MA s v Y

2023-10-08 2740 Drama Six Minutes To Midnight

Shortly before World War Two, influential families in Nazi Germany send their daughters to a finishing 

school in England to learn the language and to become ambassadors for a future National Socialist society. 

A teacher there sees what is coming and tries to raise the alarm. But the authorities believe he is the 

problem. Stars Judi Dench, Nigel Lindsay and Eddie Izzard.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a v Y Y Y

2023-10-09 0535 Magazine The Movie Show
Classic film review series hosted by living legends Margaret Pomeranz and David Stratton. In this episode 

they interview Peter Jackson and Barrie M. Osborne.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2023-10-09 0610 Comedy The Big Steal

On Monday, Danny Clark (Ben Mendelsohn) is the reluctant recipient of a birthday present he would rather 

forget - his father's old Nissan Cedric. By Tuesday he has asked the beautiful Joanna Johnson (Claudia 

Karvan) out on a date...only, he promised to pick her up in a Jaguar. In a tight fix, Danny trades the Nissan 

Cedric for a Jaguar only to be ripped off by a dodgy car salesman, Gordon Farkas (Steve Bisley). Danny sets 

out to rectify wrongs. Written by David Parker and Directed by Nadia Tass.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1990 RPT PG l s Y

2023-10-09 0805 Drama Corpo Celeste

Thirteen-year-old Marta has recently moved back to southern Italy with her mother and older sister and 

struggles to find her place. Soon, she begins to restlessly test the boundaries of an unfamiliar city and the 

catechism of the Catholic church. Directed by Alice Rohrwacher and stars Yile Vianello and Salvatore 

Cantalupo.

SWITZERLAND Italian-100 2011 RPT PG a Y

2023-10-09 1000
Action 

Adventure
Drunken Master II

In turbulent China before World War I, the collapse of the Manchu Dynasty fuels violent uprisings and 

political chaos - the perfect setting for a grand-scale smuggling ring led by an unscrupulous British consul. 

When the ring plots to steal China's crown jewels, only one man - legendary 'Drunken Fist' master Huang Fei-

hung (Jackie Chan) - possesses the courage and ferocity to stop the ruthless gang.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1994 RPT M v Y

2023-10-09 1155 Drama Six Minutes To Midnight

Shortly before World War Two, influential families in Nazi Germany send their daughters to a finishing 

school in England to learn the language and to become ambassadors for a future National Socialist society. 

A teacher there sees what is coming and tries to raise the alarm. But the authorities believe he is the 

problem. Stars Judi Dench, Nigel Lindsay and Eddie Izzard.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2020 RPT M a v Y Y Y

2023-10-09 1350 Drama The China Syndrome

A news reporter and her cameraman are unintentional witnesses to an emergency core shutdown 

procedure at a nuclear power plant in California.The crew prevents a catastrophe, but the plant supervisor 

begins to suspect the plant is in violation of safety standards, and tries desperately to bring it to the 

attention of the public, fearing that another incident will produce an atomic disaster. Star Jane Fonda, 

Michael Douglas and Jack Lemmon.

USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v Y

2023-10-09 1605
Documentary 

Feature
Fellinopolis

Enter the world of Federico Fellini. Between 1976 and 1986, Ferruccio Castronuovo made films showing the 

backstage activity of Federico Fellini's films, unveiling a world apart, an imaginary city populated by unique 

characters - a Fellinopolis. Some of Fellini's most trusted collaborators tell of their relationships with the 

Maestro, of working and living with him, revealing a new take on the man and his methods.

ITALY Italian-100 2020 RPT PG n s Y

2023-10-09 1735
Action 

Adventure
Oka

Ethno-musicologist Larry Whitman is from New Jersey, but his heart is with the Bayaka people of 

Yandombe, in the Central African Republic. Back in the United States on a fundraising trip for his village, his 

doctor warns him that his failing liver will not withstand the dangers of life in the African forest. Undaunted, 

Larry is drawn back to his adopted people. Stars Kris Marshall, Peter Riegert and Will Yun Lee.

USA
English-50; French-

50
2012 RPT PG a l v Y

2023-10-09 1935 Comedy Operation Goldenshell
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

A con artist owner of a bankrupt film company tries to lure in an investor by hiring a movie star's look-alike 

and passing him off as the real deal. Directed by Antonio Cuadri and stars Jordi Molla, Karra Elejalde, Unax 

Ugalde.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2017 M l n s Y



2023-10-09 2130 Comedy
Yesterday, Today And 

Tomorrow

Focus On: Sophia 

Loren

Director Vittorio De Sica created this trilogy of romantic comedies set in different parts of Italy, with Sophia 

Loren and Marcello Mastroianni starring in each story. In Naples, poor Adelina supports her husband by 

selling black market cigarettes. In Milan, wealthy Anna is having an affair with poor Renzo. In Rome, 

prostitute Mara seeks the help of her client Augusto to spurn the advances of her neighbour's infatuated 

grandson.

FRANCE Italian-100 1963

2023-10-09 2325 Comedy Tuesday Club

Karin and Sten celebrate their 40th wedding anniversary with a dinner party set. But while her friends toast 

with champagne, Karin discovers that Sten has been unfaithful. After living a life caring for her husband and 

daughter, Karin begins to reevaluate what she wants from life for herself.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2022 RPT M d l n s Y

2023-10-09 2520 Musical Romance And Cigarettes

Nick, a New York-based ironworker, lives with his wife, Kitty and their three daughters. When Nick meets a 

significantly younger woman, Tula, he starts an affair with her, much to the chagrin of his wife. His life is 

thrown into upheaval. Kitty kicks Nick out of the house, and he is forced to make some difficult decisions. 

Directed by John Turturro and stars James Gandolfini, Susan Sarandon and Kate Winslet.

USA English-100 2007 RPT MA l s Y Y

2023-10-09 2720 Thriller The Trust

Waters and Stone are two nobody police officers who work in the evidence room of the Las Vegas Police 

Department. When Stone discovers an unusually high bail receipt in connection to a drug bust, the two 

friends set in motion a plan to find the source of the money. Stars Nicolas Cage, Elijah Wood and Sky 

Ferreira.

USA English-100 2016 RPT MA v Y

2023-10-10 0500
Documentary 

Feature
Fellinopolis

Enter the world of Federico Fellini. Between 1976 and 1986, Ferruccio Castronuovo made films showing the 

backstage activity of Federico Fellini's films, unveiling a world apart, an imaginary city populated by unique 

characters - a Fellinopolis. Some of Fellini's most trusted collaborators tell of their relationships with the 

Maestro, of working and living with him, revealing a new take on the man and his methods.

ITALY Italian-100 2020 RPT PG n s Y

2023-10-10 0630
Action 

Adventure
Oka

Ethno-musicologist Larry Whitman is from New Jersey, but his heart is with the Bayaka people of 

Yandombe, in the Central African Republic. Back in the United States on a fundraising trip for his village, his 

doctor warns him that his failing liver will not withstand the dangers of life in the African forest. Undaunted, 

Larry is drawn back to his adopted people. Stars Kris Marshall, Peter Riegert and Will Yun Lee.

USA
English-50; French-

50
2012 RPT PG a l v Y

2023-10-10 0830 Comedy Hairspray

It's Baltimore, 1962, and rebellious teenager Tracy Turnblad (Ricki Lake) attempts to win the coveted 'Miss 

Auto Show' crown as she fights against racial discrimination in this film created and directed by John 

Waters, and featuring rock legends Sonny Bono and Deborah Harry as Tracy's pushy parents.

USA English-100 1988 RPT PG a d s 

2023-10-10 1010 Drama Chocolat

A young French woman returns to the vast silence of West Africa to contemplate her childhood days in a 

colonial outpost in Cameroon. Above all, her memories revolve around Protee – the family's servant, and 

her complex relationship with him considering racial tensions in the colony, and his status in comparison to 

her own. Directed by Claire Denis.

FRANCE
French-70; English-

15; Hausa-15
1988 RPT M a l n v Y

2023-10-10 1205 Comedy Tuesday Club

Karin and Sten celebrate their 40th wedding anniversary with a dinner party set. But while her friends toast 

with champagne, Karin discovers that Sten has been unfaithful. After living a life caring for her husband and 

daughter, Karin begins to reevaluate what she wants from life for herself. Stars Marie Richardson and Peter 

Stormare.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2022 RPT M d l n s Y

2023-10-10 1400 Comedy The Big Steal

On Monday, Danny Clark (Ben Mendelsohn) is the reluctant recipient of a birthday present he would rather 

forget - his father's old Nissan Cedric. By Tuesday he has asked the beautiful Joanna Johnson (Claudia 

Karvan) out on a date...only, he promised to pick her up in a Jaguar. In a tight fix, Danny trades the Nissan 

Cedric for a Jaguar only to be ripped off by a dodgy car salesman, Gordon Farkas (Steve Bisley). Danny sets 

out to rectify wrongs. Written by David Parker and Directed by Nadia Tass.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1990 RPT PG l s Y

2023-10-10 1555 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record time, Edifis the Architect is 

driven to desperate measures to get the job done (or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of 

his friends Asterix, Obelix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge against all 

odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y



2023-10-10 1755 Drama Late Bloomers

As married couple Adam (William Hurt) and Mary (Isabella Rossellini) enter their sixties they react 

differently to their upcoming retirement. While Mary renovates their home to make it more accessible for 

their age, Adam, who was once a distinguished architect fiercely opposes the changes. Also stars Simon 

Callow and Joanna Lumley. 

BELGIUM
English-50; Italian-

50
2011 RPT PG l s Y

2023-10-10 1935
Action 

Adventure
The Comeback Trail

Max (Robert De Niro), a movie producer, owes a lot of money to a gangster (Morgan Freeman). He and his 

nephew (Zach Braff) decide to make a movie with an ageing actor (Tommy Lee Jones) and kill him on the 

sets in an accident to claim insurance money.

USA English-100 2020 RPT M a l v Y

2023-10-10 2130 Comedy Marriage Italian Style
Focus On: Sophia 

Loren

Filumena (Sophia Loren) is the lifetime mistress of Domenico (Marcello Mastroianni), a wealthy 

businessman who is planning to leave her and marry another woman. Filumena will do anything in her 

power to stop this happening, including revealing that she's had three children that she kept hidden from 

him and one of them is his. But which one? Directed by Vittorio De Sica.

FRANCE Italian-100 1964

2023-10-10 2325 Drama Summertime

A gay couple living in San Francisco takes in two strangers travelling from Italy to start a new life in America, 

discovering each other and forming the most unlikely of relationships along the way. Directed by Gabriele 

Muccino and stars Brando Pacitto, Matilda Lutz and Joey Haro.

ITALY Italian-100 2016 RPT MA s Y

2023-10-10 2520 Comedy
An Almost Ordinary 

Summer

Two families meet for a marriage that neither want. But things take a turn when the respective patriarchs 

fall in love. Directed by Simone Godano and stars Farbrizio Bentivoglio, Alessandro Gassman and Jasmine 

Trinca.

FRANCE Italian-100 2019 RPT M a d l n Y

2023-10-10 2715 Comedy
Yesterday, Today And 

Tomorrow

Director Vittorio De Sica created this trilogy of romantic comedies set in different parts of Italy, with Sophia 

Loren and Marcello Mastroianni starring in each story. In Naples, poor Adelina supports her husband by 

selling black market cigarettes. In Milan, wealthy Anna is having an affair with poor Renzo. In Rome, 

prostitute Mara seeks the help of her client Augusto to spurn the advances of her neighbour's infatuated 

grandson.

FRANCE Italian-100 1963 RPT

2023-10-11 0510 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record time, Edifis the Architect is 

driven to desperate measures to get the job done (or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of 

his friends Asterix, Obelix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge against all 

odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2023-10-11 0705 Drama Late Bloomers

As married couple Adam (William Hurt) and Mary (Isabella Rossellini) enter their sixties they react 

differently to their upcoming retirement. While Mary renovates their home to make it more accessible for 

their age, Adam, who was once a distinguished architect fiercely opposes the changes. Also stars Simon 

Callow and Joanna Lumley. 

BELGIUM
English-50; Italian-

50
2011 RPT PG l s Y

2023-10-11 0845
Documentary 

Feature
Fellinopolis

Enter the world of Federico Fellini. Between 1976 and 1986, Ferruccio Castronuovo made films showing the 

backstage activity of Federico Fellini's films, unveiling a world apart, an imaginary city populated by unique 

characters - a Fellinopolis. Some of Fellini's most trusted collaborators tell of their relationships with the 

Maestro, of working and living with him, revealing a new take on the man and his methods.

ITALY Italian-100 2020 RPT PG n s Y

2023-10-11 1015 Comedy Operation Goldenshell

A con artist owner of a bankrupt film company tries to lure in an investor by hiring a movie star's look-alike 

and passing him off as the real deal. Directed by Antonio Cuadri and stars Jordi Molla, Karra Elejalde, Unax 

Ugalde.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2017 RPT M l n s Y

2023-10-11 1210 Comedy
Yesterday, Today And 

Tomorrow

Director Vittorio De Sica created this trilogy of romantic comedies set in different parts of Italy, with Sophia 

Loren and Marcello Mastroianni starring in each story. In Naples, poor Adelina supports her husband by 

selling black market cigarettes. In Milan, wealthy Anna is having an affair with poor Renzo. In Rome, 

prostitute Mara seeks the help of her client Augusto to spurn the advances of her neighbour's infatuated 

grandson.

FRANCE Italian-100 1963 RPT

2023-10-11 1405
Action 

Adventure
Oka

Ethno-musicologist Larry Whitman is from New Jersey, but his heart is with the Bayaka people of 

Yandombe, in the Central African Republic. Back in the United States on a fundraising trip for his village, his 

doctor warns him that his failing liver will not withstand the dangers of life in the African forest. Undaunted, 

Larry is drawn back to his adopted people. Stars Kris Marshall, Peter Riegert and Will Yun Lee.

USA
English-50; French-

50
2012 RPT PG a l v Y



2023-10-11 1605 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in 18th century English society, the film focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 

Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to pass, takes up temporary 

residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, Lady Vernon is determined to be a matchmaker for her 

daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. Stars Kate Beckinsale and Chloe Sevigny.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-10-11 1750 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, this is a coming-of-age story centring on the relationship between the young, free-

spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks (Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone 

(Elizabeth McGovern). On their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of 

New York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s Y

2023-10-11 1950 Comedy Madame

A wealthy American couple prepare a luxurious dinner at their Parisian manor house. To avoid an unlucky 

number, they ask their loyal maid to masquerade as a wealthy Spanish heiress. Stars Toni Collette, Harvey 

Keitel and Rossy de Palma.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2017 RPT M l n s Y

2023-10-11 2135 Comedy Boccaccio '70
Focus On: Sophia 

Loren

Inspired by Giovanni Boccaccio's novellas, Boccaccio '70 consists of four episodes which focus on different 

aspects of morality and love in Italy in the 1960s, an era of economic growth and major cultural changes. 

Directed by some of Italy's leading filmmakers, including Vittorio De Sica, Federico Fellini and Luchino 

Visconti, and starring Sophia Loren, Anita Ekberg and Romy Schneider.

FRANCE
German-50; Italian-

50
1962

2023-10-11 2520 History Fanny Lye Deliver'd

Set on an isolated farm in Shropshire in 1657. Fanny Lye lives a quiet Puritan life with her husband John and 

young son Arthur, but her simple world is shaken to its core by the unexpected arrival of a mysterious young 

couple in need. An unexpected visit from the local Sheriff causes events to escalate that changes Fanny's 

disciplined life forever. Stars Maxine Peake, Charles Dance and Freddie Fox.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2019 RPT MA a l n v Y

2023-10-11 2720
Action 

Adventure
The Comeback Trail

Max (Robert De Niro), a movie producer, owes a lot of money to a gangster (Morgan Freeman). He and his 

nephew (Zach Braff) decide to make a movie with an ageing actor (Tommy Lee Jones) and kill him on the 

sets in an accident to claim insurance money.

USA English-100 2020 RPT M a l v Y

2023-10-12 0515 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, this is a coming-of-age story centring on the relationship between the young, free-

spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks (Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone 

(Elizabeth McGovern). On their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of 

New York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s Y

2023-10-12 0715 Family Selkie

Jamie, a troubled lonely teenager, gets a new lease on life when he comes upon a group of selkies, mythical 

people with the power to change into seals. Directed by Donald Crombie and stars Bryan Marshall, Celine 

O'Leary and Shimon Moore.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2000 RPT PG

2023-10-12 0855 Comedy It's All About Karma

Giacomo, a wealthy heir, deeply believes in reincarnation. Forty years after the loss of his father, he believes 

he has seen him again when he meets Mario Pitagora, a greedy and unspiritual man. Soon this absurd 

encounter will change the lives of both men. Stars Fabio De Luigi and Elio Germano.

ITALY Italian-100 2017 RPT PG a l v Y

2023-10-12 1030 Comedy
An Almost Ordinary 

Summer

Two families meet for a marriage that neither want. But things take a turn when the respective patriarchs 

fall in love. Directed by Simone Godano and stars Farbrizio Bentivoglio, Alessandro Gassman and Jasmine 

Trinca.

FRANCE Italian-100 2019 RPT M a d l n Y

2023-10-12 1230 Comedy Marriage Italian Style

Filumena (Sophia Loren) is the lifetime mistress of Domenico (Marcello Mastroianni), a wealthy 

businessman who is planning to leave her and marry another woman. Filumena will do anything in her 

power to stop this happening, including revealing that she's had three children that she kept hidden from 

him and one of them is his. But which one? Directed by Vittorio De Sica.

FRANCE Italian-100 1964 RPT

2023-10-12 1425 Drama Late Bloomers

As married couple Adam (William Hurt) and Mary (Isabella Rossellini) enter their sixties they react 

differently to their upcoming retirement. While Mary renovates their home to make it more accessible for 

their age, Adam, who was once a distinguished architect fiercely opposes the changes. Also stars Simon 

Callow and Joanna Lumley. 

BELGIUM
English-50; Italian-

50
2011 RPT PG l s Y



2023-10-12 1600 Comedy God Willing

Tommaso is a successful, respected cardiac surgeon who also happens to be an atheist. However, his son 

Andrea, a medical student, announces at a family get-together that he wants to become a priest. Tommaso 

is very upset when he hears the news. He decides to go undercover on retreat in a monastery, to investigate 

and bring down the charismatic Father Don Pietro, who he believes has 'brain-washed' his son. Stars Marco 

Giallini and Alessandro Gassman.

ITALY Italian-100 2015 RPT PG a l s v Y

2023-10-12 1740 Comedy Toast

Based on the bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater's childhood in 1960s Britain and set to the songs 

of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with 

his journey into adulthood. Directed by S.J. Clarkson and stars Helena Bonham Carter, Ken Stott and Freddie 

Highmore.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG a l n s Y

2023-10-12 1930 Drama The English Patient

At the close of WWII, a young nurse tends to a badly-burned plane crash victim. His past is shown in 

flashbacks, revealing an involvement in a fateful love affair. Stars Juliette Binoche, Ralph Fiennes and Colin 

Firth. Winner of nine Academy Awards.

USA

English-70; Arabic-

10; German-10; 

Italian-10

1996 RPT M a l n v Y

2023-10-12 2230 Drama Sunflower
Focus On: Sophia 

Loren

At the end of World War Two, Giovanna, a war bride living near Milan refuses to accept that her husband, 

Antonio, missing on the Russian front, is dead. Some years after the war, with still no word from Antonio, 

Giovanna goes to Russia to find him, starting in the town near where he disappeared. Directed by Vittorio 

De Sica and stars Sophia Loren, Marcello Mastroianni and Lyudmila Saveleva.

FRANCE
Italian-80; Russian-

20
1970

2023-10-12 2430 Drama Still Life

Meticulous and organised to the point of obsession, John May (Eddie Marsan) is a council worker charged 

with finding the next of kin of those who have died alone. When his department is downsized, John must up 

his efforts on his final case, taking him on a liberating journey that allows him to start living life at last. 

Directed by Uberto Pasolini.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a l Y

2023-10-12 2610 Biography Tove

In the midst of her artistic struggles and unconventional personal life, Tove Jansson found worldwide 

success from an unexpected side project: the creation of the beloved world of the Moomins. Tove is a 

captivating drama about the creative energy of an iconic talent and her turbulent search for identity, desire 

and freedom.

FINLAND
Swedish-96; 

English-3; French-1
2020 RPT M n s Y

2023-10-12 2805 Comedy Madame

A wealthy American couple prepare a luxurious dinner at their Parisian manor house. To avoid an unlucky 

number, they ask their loyal maid to masquerade as a wealthy Spanish heiress. Stars Toni Collette, Harvey 

Keitel and Rossy de Palma.

FRANCE
English-50; French-

50
2017 RPT M l n s Y

2023-10-13 0545 Comedy Toast

Based on the bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater's childhood in 1960s Britain and set to the songs 

of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with 

his journey into adulthood. Directed by S.J. Clarkson and stars Helena Bonham Carter, Ken Stott and Freddie 

Highmore.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG a l n s Y

2023-10-13 0735 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in 18th century English society, the film focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 

Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to pass, takes up temporary 

residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, Lady Vernon is determined to be a matchmaker for her 

daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. Stars Kate Beckinsale and Chloe Sevigny.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2023-10-13 0920 Comedy The Kid

Considered one of the greatest films of the silent era, The Kid, directed by and starring Charlie Chaplin, is a 

perfect blend of comedy and drama. When a woman abandons her newborn son along with a note for the 

finder, the Little Tramp stumbles upon the child and though initially reluctant, takes him in and raises him as 

his own. Also stars Jackie Coogan and Edna Purviance.

USA Silent-100 1921 RPT PG a v 

2023-10-13 1020 Comedy Boccaccio '70

Inspired by Giovanni Boccaccio's novellas, Boccaccio '70 consists of four episodes which focus on different 

aspects of morality and love in Italy in the 1960s, an era of economic growth and major cultural changes. 

Directed by some of Italy's leading filmmakers, including Vittorio De Sica, Federico Fellini and Luchino 

Visconti, and starring Sophia Loren, Anita Ekberg and Romy Schneider.

FRANCE
German-50; Italian-

50
1962 RPT

2023-10-13 1410 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, this is a coming-of-age story centring on the relationship between the young, free-

spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks (Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone 

(Elizabeth McGovern). On their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of 

New York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l s Y



2023-10-13 1610 Family Selkie

Jamie, a troubled lonely teenager, gets a new lease on life when he comes upon a group of selkies, mythical 

people with the power to change into seals. Directed by Donald Crombie and stars Bryan Marshall, Celine 

O'Leary and Shimon Moore.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2000 RPT PG

2023-10-13 1750 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Diane Lane stars as Anne, a Hollywood producer's wife, who unexpectedly takes a trip through France, 

which reawakens her sense of self and her joie de vivre. Anne is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to a 

successfully driven but inattentive husband (Alec Baldwin), she finds herself taking a car trip from Cannes to 

Paris with a business associate of her husband (Arnaud Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into 

a journey of discovery involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, wisdom, and much more.

JAPAN
English-80; French-

20
2016 RPT PG Y Y

2023-10-13 1930 Biography The Big Short

When four outsiders saw what the big banks, the media and the government refused to - the global collapse 

of the economy - they had an idea: the big short. Their bold investment leads them into the dark underbelly 

of modern banking where they must question everyone and everything. Directed by Adam McKay and stars 

Christian Bale, Steve Carell, Ryan Gosling, and Brad Pitt.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M l n Y Y

2023-10-13 2155 Comedy Nurse Betty

Kansas City waitress, Betty, with dreams of becoming a nurse, becomes delusional after seeing her no-good 

car salesman husband murdered. She becomes convinced that she is the former fiancee of her soap opera 

idol. Stars Renee Zellweger, Morgan Freeman, Chris Rock and Greg Kinnear.

USA English-100 2000 RPT MA a l v Y Y Y

2023-10-13 2400 Cult Viva

Viva is a cult retro spectacle about a bored 1970s housewife who gets sucked into the sexual revolution. 

Abandoned by her perfect Ken-doll husband, Barbi is dragged into trouble by her girlfriend, who spouts 

women's lib. Barbi quickly learns a lot more than she wanted to about the different kinds of scenes going on 

in the wild '70s.

USA English-100 2007 RPT MA a n s v w 

2023-10-13 2615 Drama Room 212

After 20 years of marriage Maria decides to leave her marriage. She moves to the room 212 of the hotel 

opposite the home she shared with her husband. From there, Maria can scrutinise her apartment, her 

husband, her wedding. She wonders if she has made the right decision. Stars Chiara Mastroianni and 

Benjamin Biolay.

BELGIUM French-100 2019 RPT MA s Y

2023-10-13 2750 Drama Sunflower

At the end of World War Two, Giovanna, a war bride living near Milan refuses to accept that her husband, 

Antonio, missing on the Russian front, is dead. Some years after the war, with still no word from Antonio, 

Giovanna goes to Russia to find him, starting in the town near where he disappeared. Directed by Vittorio 

De Sica and stars Sophia Loren, Marcello Mastroianni and Lyudmila Saveleva.

FRANCE
Italian-80; Russian-

20
1970 RPT

2023-10-14 0550 Comedy Paris Can Wait

Diane Lane stars as Anne, a Hollywood producer's wife, who unexpectedly takes a trip through France, 

which reawakens her sense of self and her joie de vivre. Anne is at a crossroads in her life. Long married to a 

successfully driven but inattentive husband (Alec Baldwin), she finds herself taking a car trip from Cannes to 

Paris with a business associate of her husband (Arnaud Viard). What should be a seven-hour drive turns into 

a journey of discovery involving picturesque sights, fine food and wine, humor, wisdom, and much more.

JAPAN
English-80; French-

20
2016 RPT PG Y Y

2023-10-14 0730 Drama Limelight

Depressed over her failed dance career, a despondent ballerina attempts suicide, only to be rescued by an 

impoverished, once-famous stage clown. The comedian helps revive the dancer's health and prospects, and 

in the process recovers his own self-esteem as well. Directed by and starring Charlie Chaplin. Also stars 

Claire Bloom, Nigel Bruce and Buster Keaton.

USA English-100 1952 RPT PG a s Y Y

2023-10-14 1000 Drama The English Patient

At the close of WWII, a young nurse tends to a badly-burned plane crash victim. His past is shown in 

flashbacks, revealing an involvement in a fateful love affair. Stars Juliette Binoche, Ralph Fiennes and Colin 

Firth. Winner of nine Academy Awards. 

USA

English-70; Arabic-

10; German-10; 

Italian-10

1996 RPT M a l n v Y

2023-10-14 1300 Drama Sunflower

At the end of World War Two, Giovanna, a war bride living near Milan refuses to accept that her husband, 

Antonio, missing on the Russian front, is dead. Some years after the war, with still no word from Antonio, 

Giovanna goes to Russia to find him, starting in the town near where he disappeared. Directed by Vittorio 

De Sica and stars Sophia Loren, Marcello Mastroianni and Lyudmila Saveleva.

FRANCE
Italian-80; Russian-

20
1970 RPT

2023-10-14 1500 Comedy Toast

Based on the bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater's childhood in 1960s Britain and set to the songs 

of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with 

his journey into adulthood. Directed by S.J. Clarkson and stars Helena Bonham Carter, Ken Stott and Freddie 

Highmore.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG a l n s Y



2023-10-14 1650 War While At War

Set in the first months of the Spanish Civil War in 1936, this riveting and timely drama from acclaimed writer-

director Alejandro Amenabar (The Others) tracks the country's slide into nearly four decades of fascism 

under dictator Francisco Franco. Nominated for seventeen Spanish Goya Awards in 2020. Stars Karra 

Elejalde, Nathalie Poza and Eduard Fernandez.

ARGENTINA
German-50; 

Spanish-50
2019 RPT PG a l v Y

2023-10-14 1850 Romance All Roads Lead To Rome
An uptight woman reconnects with an old flame after her rebellious daughter and the man's mother run 

away together. Directed by Ella Lemhagen and stars Sarah Jessica Parker, Raoul Bova and Claudia Cardinale.
ITALY

English-80; Italian-

20
2015 RPT PG a d l Y Y

2023-10-14 2030 Drama The Young Victoria Best of Brit

Director Jean-Marc Vallée takes the helm for this look at the turbulent early years of Queen Victoria, who 

was crowned at the age of 18, and whose ill-fated marriage to Prince Albert would later prompt her into a 

life of mournful seclusion. Stars Emily Blunt, Rupert Friend and Paul Bettany.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; 

German-50
2009 RPT PG s v Y Y

2023-10-14 2230 Drama Benedetta Close Encounters

Based on a true story, a 17th-century nun, becomes entangled in a forbidden lesbian affair with a novice. 

But it is Benedetta's shocking religious visions that threaten to shake the Church to its core. Directed by 

Paul Verhoeven and stars Virginie Efira, Charlotte Rampling and Daphne Patakia.

NETHERLANDS French-100 2021 RPT MA a s v Y

2023-10-14 2455 Drama Between Two Worlds

Famed journalist Marianne Winckler (Juliette Binoche) goes undercover to investigate the exploitation of 

cleaners in the north of France, eventually landing a job on a ferry. As she learns more about the plight of 

these workers on the margins, Marianne grows closer to her new female comrades. Directed by Emmanuel 

Carrere and also stars Helene Lambert and Louise Pociecka.

FRANCE French-100 2021 RPT M l Y

2023-10-14 2655 Comedy Nurse Betty

Kansas City waitress, Betty, with dreams of becoming a nurse, becomes delusional after seeing her no-good 

car salesman husband murdered. She becomes convinced that she is the former fiancee of her soap opera 

idol. Stars Renee Zellweger, Morgan Freeman, Chris Rock and Greg Kinnear.

USA English-100 2000 RPT MA a l v Y Y Y


